
Why does #Coronavirus ravage the whole world, and does this have anything to 
do with God’s anger, and does Islam really have the key of answering of all 
those questions about the Corona virus?

A- Iran and UAE

Iran's 20th plan that Iran becomes the central active force in the Arabian 
Peninsula, The Levant " al-Sham " and Sinai , and Southwest Asia, and how Iran 
through its militias afforded to displace most of the Syrian people and fight the 
Sunnis in Iraq via its full control there, in addition that, its terrorist operations in 
Yemen by the full support of the Houthi group.

Full control on all major navigation routes to and from the east of the world, as 
well as control on the water straits such as the Strait of Hormuz, Bab al-
Mandab and Suez, Also taking a new approach / way of Islam away from 
Wahhabi ideology "group supported by Saudi Arabia" and the Muslim 
Brotherhood " widespread sunnis group" . All those factors made the UAE 
militarily penetrates in Yemen for control on the straits, and support The 
military coup in Egypt for opposing the rule of Muslim Brotherhood supported 
from people , and support the leader of the coup Haftar in Libya for spreading 
chaos there.

B- America and Europe and west

Political Islam / moderate Islam / Sunni Islam led by Brotherhood Muslim in 
Egypt, the Yemeni Reform Group in Yemen, and Sunni people in Syria, Iraq, and 
Libya represents the greatest danger to America and Europe, and it also means 
the loss of their interests in the Middle East, especially that this moderate 
political Islam will generate a democracy in the area.

Political Islam emerged after the Arab Spring revolutions, which ultimately led 
to a series of conflicts between peoples who want a democratic rule and rulers 
who want a dictator and authoritarian rule. America, the West, and Europe 
chose to oppose this moderate political Islamic movement / trend, by following :

* Consolidating Iran and its Shiite doctrine "in Iraq "which has Sunni majority" 
for full control on all the pillars of the state.

* leaving Sunnis people in Syria suffer a persecution and deliberated 
displacement from the side of President of Syria "the owner of the Alawi sect" 
and from the side of Iran which wants to spread The Shiite doctrine in it. All that 
war and displacement from the side of those was under the pretext of fighting 
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ISIS. Besides, it is with full agreement from Israel which it also still fears Sunnis 
rule being it represents a danger to its borders.

* leaving the people of Egypt "which has a Sunni majority" suffer the tyrant 
military rule which led at the end to throwing a lot of people "Supporting the 
rule of the Muslim Brotherhood" in prisons, and allowing UAE and Saudi Arabia 
to be their agents in the area for not democracy.

* Allowing UAE and the Egyptian army to intervene directly in Libya under the 
pretext of fighting ISIS, but it is in fact to steal oil and support the leader of the 
military coup, Haftar. All of it was with full agreement from Trump under a 
pressure from UAE and Egyptian military coup leader.

* Allowing UAE and Saudi Arabia to spread chaos in Yemen and control it 
geography and oppose the Yemeni reform group backed by the Muslim 
Brotherhood Muslim . All that was with American satisfaction for gulf money 
granted by the president of Saudi arabica to Trump personally. UAE has at end 
to partially depart Yemen for not to clash with Iran “ intervening in Yemen too” 
being both have business with each other.

C- Russia and China
As for Russia and China, they are the primary competitor to America and the 
West in terms of interfering in the affairs of the Middle East and stealing its 
good, and they in fact fight with each other under table.

D- The end
After all that years-lasted war and devastation and displacement of the Arab 
peoples by Western and asian states with the help of their agents of dictatorial 
rulers , there must be a divine hand that stop all that oppression forever. Of 
course Allah wanted all those wars to happen for some wisdom that is only 
known to Him, and we as sunnis muslims know well that Allah want to pure our 
states from that deep corruption and clean it from the disloyal agents.

Now after all this bleeding and displacement of thousands of people without 
even appreciating to the sanctity of killing and blood, God sent a hidden soldier 
named Corona which is still reaping more souls of the people of those arrogant 
states without even their finding of a solution or treatment, and Instead of Arab 
peoples ُ suffering alone, the whole world now became suffers the same 
problem, losing the safety and security, and all people throughout became 
prisoned in their homes. the next is more bad for all


